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Abstract
Dynamic character animation is a technique
used to create character movements based on
physics laws. Proportional derivative (PD)
controllers are one of the preferred techniques
in real time character simulations for driving
the state of the character from its current state
to a new target-state. In this paper is presented an alternative approach named velocity based controllers that are able to introduce
into the dynamical system desired limbs relative velocities as constraints. As a result, the
presented technique takes into account all the
dynamical system to calculate the forces that
transform our character from its current state
to the target-state. This technique allows realtime simulation, uses a straightforward parameterization for the character muscle force capabilities and it is robust to disturbances. The
paper shows the controllers capabilities for the
case of human gait animation.
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Introduction

3D character animation is a very complicated
eld due to the innate capacity of people to differentiate between human natural movements
and unnatural ones.
Techniques as motion capture, produce goodlooking natural movements but they fail when
trying to scale them to a simulated environment where a great number of movements

could be needed. Generation of dierent walking styles, which are dependent on a desired
velocity or the possible variations of the terrain, is a dicult task to fulll without the use
of large amounts of motion capture data.
In order to generate animations able to adapt
itself to dierent environments, a more algorithmic approach is mandatory. Physicallybased animation is an example of an algorithmic approach to the problem. Using physics
laws we can generate dynamically consistent
animations which can adapt itself to changing
environments.
When dynamics are used to animate a character, one of the main problems we must
face is controlling the limbs of the character. In the graphics community we nd optimization based methods and controllers based
methods to drive forward dynamics simulations. Usually, optimization based methods
[27],[22] obtain better results than controllers
based methods, but in real time environments
they are not appropriate because of their time
consumption and their posible unstabilities.
On the other hand, controllers based methods [35],[34] have the advantage of the performance and the capability of using feedback
laws to adapt and interact with the environment. Both methods can be used with motion
capture animation to obtain realistic movements capable to adapt itself to the environment.
Usually, controllers based methods [34],[33]

drive the character toward target-states created by an animator or introduced to the system by a motion capture le. At each timestep the controllers must calculate the forces
and torques needed in every limb of the model
to transform the model from its current state
to the target-state.
In this paper is presented a controllers based
method that instead of setting the PD torque
directly into the dynamical system, it calculates the relative desired velocities between
limbs using the current state and the targetstate that our character must achieve. The
computed velocities are then introduced as
constraints into the dynamical system. The
constrained system obtained can be dened
as a linear complementarity problem (LCP)
which we solve using the Dantzing's algorithm
implemented in the physics engine ODE [23].
Finally, the system executes a forward simulation step with the forces and torques obtained
from the LCP as input parameters in charge
of driving the character from its current state
to the target-state in a given optimal time.
This approach based on velocity transitions
between states has made the overall system
more intuitive from a user point of view.
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Previous Work

In [17] it is presented a method capable to create dierent human-like behaviors using kinematics constraints and dynamic equations.
A more specic work [6] presents an algorithmic approach which is able to generate walking
and running applications based on the dynamics of an inverted pendulum with a telescopic
joint for the stance leg, and a double pendulum model for the swing leg.
Two main approaches arise in the community
in order to generate dynamic character animation, optimization based methods [32] and
controllers based methods [26].
Real time optimization techniques used motion capture data as an initial solution, and try
to solve the problem transforming it into a lowdimensional space problem [27],[8], [25],[12] or
using some oine pre-calculation [22] that is
used later in real-time execution. The main

problems related to these methods is that
they can nd erroneous solutions given by local minima, and although real-time capable,
they usually require all the computer processor time for one character simulation.
In [15],[16] and [31] it is introduced nite state
machines to specify cyclic motions which are
driven using PD controllers. They are suitable for simple animations but they lack from
an extensible balance algorithm. Another nite state machine method that uses PD controllers [34] shows a method for creating dierent locomotion skills with a small set of targetstates, and a global center of mass based balance strategy. Another form of PD controllers
based balance control is showed for cyclic animations in [20].
In [11] it is proposed a framework based on
controllers where controllers created by the
community can be used together. Although
not necessary, the controllers it proposes are
PD based.
PD controllers have been also used with motion capture animations. [14] adapts animations captured for a specic actor to other actors with dierent physical characteristics.
In [3],[35],[36], and [30] it is used PD controllers capable of reacting naturally to pushes
and fallings in the same way as [10]. The work
in [33] introduces a PD controller system that
following motion captures global orientations,
and introducing a ctional force acting over
the root, the system is capable to adapt motion capture animations to simulated environments as the ones used in videogames or virtual reality applications.
Others methods [7],[9], and [1] try to mix optimization with controllers methods. In these
techniques, the optimization process makes
the animation aware of future changes in the
simulated environment, and the controller is
used to react instantly to unexpected variations and to decrease posible tracking errors.
Another way of mixing these techniques is
showed in [29] where an optimization process
is used to train PD controllers.
A dierent real time approach to character animation is showed in [21] where simple dynamics are used with keyframed animation to ob-

tain simulated character behaviors.
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parents. Simple Euler's restrictions implemented in ODE have been used for
the Universal and the Hinge joints. For
the ball-and-socket joint we have used the
work in [4] to create shoulder and hip like
articulation limits.

Velocity based controllers

The controllers developed in this paper calculate the forces that act on the system based on
the necessary velocity for the model to achieve
the target-state in an optimal time.
This controllers can be built using any physics
engine; we have chosen ODE [23], a physics engine aimed to real time simulations that uses
a variation of the Dantzing's algorithm [5] to
calculate its constraints.
As any dynamic system driven by controllers
we need some joint target-states, in our case
the target-states are introduced by an animator (see Fig. 2).

: Forces exerted in a joint.

Figure 1

3.1

Joints

Apart from the root, only rotational joints are
used in our character model (see Fig. 7), therefore, the state of an object relative to its parent
can be represented by a quaternion [28], which
is easily used to calculate the desired velocity
at each time step.
Our solver classies the forces that a joint exerts as is shown in Fig. 1):
• Constraint force: Forces introduced by
the geometry of the joint, ball-and-socket
joint 3 Degrees of freedom (Dof), universal joints 2Dof, and hinge joint 1Dof.
• Limit force: These forces must restrict the
orientation of the limbs relative to their

• Muscle torque: The torque done by the
group of muscles acting over the joint.

Our controllers only must calculate the muscle
torque necessary to reach the desired velocity
that will drive our system to the target-state
in the optimal time specied by the animator.
3.2

Calculation of desired Velocity

Given the current quaternion of a limb qc and
the target-quaternion qd introduced by an animator, the system is able to calculate the
quaternion that transforms the limb from its
current state qc to its desired state qd . The
transformation quaternion from qc to qd is
calculated with a simple multiplication qt =
qc∗ ∗ qd where qc∗ is the quaternion conjugate.
As any quaternion can be transformed into an
axis-angle rotation [28], the system can obtain
from qt its axis of rotation vt and its angle of
rotation θt . Finally, with the given optimal
time t introduced by the animator (see Fig.
2), the system is able to calculate the relative
angular velocity w = θt ∗ vt /t that the models limbs must achieve to transform its current
state to the target-state in the given optimal
time.
This is the velocity that our controllers will try
to reach. As this is a dynamic simulation, our
solver will calculate the acceleration that our
dynamical system needs to achieve this velocity. This can be done using any inverse dynamics algorithm [13], in our case we have used the
Dantzing's algorithm implemented in ODE.
In order to simulate human muscle activation,
two parameters are used in our system. The
maximum torque that a muscle is able to exert τmax and the muscle reaction time tr (see
table 2). Then at every time-step, the maximum torque that a muscle will be able to exert is going to be τ = (τmax /tr ) ∗ ∆t + τprev
being ∆t the time-step, and τprev the torque

applied in the previous simulated step. We
have found these two parameters much easier to tune than the gains of a proportional
derivative controller, it is much more intuitive
to tune the reaction time of a muscle than the
damping constant of a PD controller.
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Animation system

To test the controllers developed, a nite state
machine (FSM) system as the one presented in
[34] has been created. The target states used
the FSM are closest to the real desired states
than the ones used in [34]. Therefore, the system is easier to tune.
The presented system is aimed to gait generation, that is why the character model has been
represented by a trunk, a hip (root), and the
legs (see Fig. 7). In Figure 2 it is shown the
states used for a walking animation and the
time or events (foot strikes) used to change
from one target-state to another.

the root is the sum of all the torques used to
control its limbs with inverted sign.
As the controllers developed calculate velocities based on relative orientations between
bodies, they do not have knowledge of the
global orientation. For the controllers developed in this work, is the same transforming
the models current state to the state (Fig. 4)
state (a) than to the the state (Fig. 4) state
(b) because the relative orientations between
limbs are similar.

: Root forces.

Figure 3

: Finite state machine used for our
walking animation.
Figure 2

To solve this problem the system uses an additional joint for the model. Each time a foot
contacts with the ground, the system creates
an additional joint in order to x the contacting foot to the ground. The additional joint
prevents foot-sliding, and give knowledge to
the system about its global orientation. Using this strategy the controllers will be able
to drive the character toward (Fig. 4) state
(b) instead of (Fig. 4) state (a). With this
change every limb of the character is actuated
and now the stance thigh joint is in charge to
control the orientation of the hip.
4.2

4.1

Combining

Controllers

with

joint

target-positions

The main problem to combine the controllers
with the character target-positions is the fact
that no muscle actuate directly over the root
(see Fig. 3). The total torque actuating over

Constrained environment

With a given foot position and 2D inverse
kinematics the character is able to walk in a
constrained environment as [7] without requiring previous optimization.
The inverse kinematics proposed is done solving the triangle shown in (Figure 5). Given a
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: States relative orientation.

Figure 4

foot position and some constraints on the orientations of the stance foot, toe, calf and swing
foot at ground strike, the system is able to
calculate the step distance needed d (see Fig.
5) and use the equations 1 to obtain a new
target-position for the double support states
of the animation system (see Fig. 2).

If the desired position imposed by the constrained environment is unreachable for the
model, the inverse kinematics method proposed will try to nd the closest state to the
desired foot position.
4.3

: Inverse kinematics triangle.

Balance

Using the constrained environment method, a
balance strategy based on the character base
polygon [24] has been developed.
The system is able to control the position of
the next foot strike, and varying it the system
can transform the base polygon by positioning
the next foot strike to a dierent distance from
the current stance foot.
As shows (Figure 6) the balance strategy proposed is activated when the projection of the
character center of mass over the base polygon is beyond the 25% of the base polygon
center (outside the tolerance polygon). If
balance is necessary to maintain equilibrium
the new foot position is recalculated as d =
4(cCM − bP )/3 − 2f ootlength (for an explanation of parameters see Fig. 6). With this
new foot position the system is positioning the
center of mass further from the zero moment
point [19], therefore increasing the balance of
the character.
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Figure 5

(1)

Results

The simulations only consume 10% of the
CPU computation time on a 1.66Ghz processor with 1GB RAM under XP operating

Limb

Length (cm)

Trunk

40.9

Mass (Kg)
40

Hip

21.09

16.3

Thigh

45.85

8.3

Calf

45.05

4.04

Foot

19

0.86

Toe

6.1

0.15

Table 1: Limb parameters

: Balance polygon.

Figure 6

system.
The physics are simulated with ODE physics
engine using a time-step of 0.005s.

maximum torque that a muscle can exert is
based on experimentation and the studies done
by the NASA. The muscles reaction time has
been set to 20 ms for all the muscles. The
system presents a stability problem if reaction
times were superior to 20 ms in some muscles. This is a problem we will try to solve
in the future because from the biomechanics
community [18] can be extracted that 100 ms
is an average time for a muscle to exert the
80% of its maximum force which is something
we want to achieve in our simulations.
Joint

DOF

Torque (Nm)

TrunkJoint

2

(600, 0, 300)

ThighJoint

3

(500, 500, 500)

CalfJoint

1

(600, 0, 0)

FootJoint

2

(300, 0, 200)

ToeJoint

1

(50, 0, 0)

Table 2: Joint parameters
: Character Model.

Figure 7

5.1

Model

The system uses a simplied model of the human body with the purpose of gait simulation.
The proposed model has 24 degrees of freedom (Figure 7). Table 1 shows the parameters
used for the limbs of the model, and table 2
for the muscles of a human male of 179.9cm
height and 82,2 Kg. For models with dierent
height or weight the parameters are calculated
proportionaly. The anthropometric distances
were extracted from the NASA study [2]. The

: Detail of toe movement in stance foot
load balance phase.
Figure 8

5.2

Walking

The controllers proposed are able to animate
a system based on muscular forces. The movement is still robotic but the high stability
of the controllers has shown a lot of margin
for improvement. For instance, the system is
reproducing the toe movement in our walking simulations (Figure 8), something that we
have never seen before in any dynamically
driven character animation due to its big instability.

calf, and the foot orientations in the inverse
kinematics method.
5.4

Reacting to pushes

With the proposed balance control, the character is able to react to sagittal pushes in a
range of (-250 , 600) Newtons during 0.5 seconds over the trunk (Figure 10) or the root.
For pushes bigger than these, the character
lose its balance and fall (Figure 11.)
We must say that due to some stability problems we could not set the muscle reactions to
values as high as they are in real life, as a result
the movements obtained in the simulations are
less reactive than the obtained with PD controllers [34] because the force variation over
time in the system proposed is higher than the
obtained with PD controllers.

9:
Constrained environment forcing
changes in the step lenght. Green and red lines
mark starting and ending positions.
Figure

5.3

Constrained environment

Here we show how the system is capable to
walk in an environment constraining its foot
steps to a certain distance. In (Figure 9) we
show a steps sequence of 0.60 meters, 0.20 meters, 0.50 meters, 0.16 meters, 0.50 meters and
0.30 meters, showing how the system is capable to change from big steps to small ones continuously.
We have noticed an error increase for very
large and very small steps. In the rst case
is due to the foot controllers not being able
to reach the joint-target state although being
near. In the second case is due to the restriction the system sets on the foot stance leg, the

: Character balancing a 500N push.

Figure 10
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Conclusions

The paper has presented a new force calculation method for dynamically driven character animation. The method is easier to use
than other proposed methods because the target positions of the animation system are more
similar to the animations that the animator
wants the character to perform.

The parameterization of the system only needs
two intuitive parameters, the maximum torque
of the joint, and the reaction time of the group
of muscles acting over the joint.
The stability, reactivity and eciency of our
controllers have been shown in a walking simulation which can be used in a constrained environment.
The paper has presented a joint constrained
method for foot contact which has made posible the simulation of some unstable biomechanical gait phases as toe-o.
The controllers presented are unstable if we
try to simulate real muscle reactions, that is
why the muscle reaction times are small and
the controllers are not as reactive as the PD
controllers.

but some attention must be set into the
frontal plane, something we are planning to
do in the future.
To improve realism, we want to study the foot
motion as an articulated structure, viewed as
a movement of two limbs, we have started
this line of research but there is still a lot of
margin for improvements.
New controllers as running or jumping will be
developed as well as an specialized balance
controller based in our inverse kinematic
method which could adapt the animation
to dierent situations as transversal pushes,
terrain varitations or objects avoidance.
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